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In this paper, a transient technique is developed to characterize the thermophysical properties of
one-dimensional conductive and nonconductive microscale wires. In this technique, the
to-be-measured thin wire is suspended between two electrodes. When feeding a step dc to the
sample, its temperature will increase and take a certain time to reach the steady state. This
temperature evolution is probed by measuring the variation of voltage over the wire, which is
directly related to resistance/temperature change. The temperature evolution history of the sample
can be used to determine its thermal diffusivity. A 25.4 �m thick platinum wire is used as the
reference sample to verify this technique. Sound agreement is obtained between the measured
thermal diffusivity and the reference value. Applying this transient electrothermal technique, the
thermal diffusivities of single-wall carbon nanotube bundles and polyester fibers are measured.
© 2007 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2714679�

I. INTRODUCTION

The thermophysical properties of carbon nanotubes
�CNTs� prompted a wide variety of applications. Corre-
spondingly, knowledge of thermal transport in these micro/
nanoscale structures becomes considerably crucial to their
engineering applications. To investigate the thermophysical
properties of individual one-dimensional micro/
nanostructures, limited experimental approaches have been
developed. To date, the 3� method,1–4 microfabricated sus-
pended device method,5–7 and optical heating and electrical
thermal sensing8,9 �OHETS� technique are the leading mea-
surement techniques to obtain thermophysical properties of
wires/tubes at micro/nanoscales.

For the 3� method, a sine/cosine current is fed to the
sample, leading to its temperature variation at the second-
harmonic frequency. As a result, the amplitude and phase
shift of the third-harmonic voltage variation across the
sample can be measured and used to characterize thermo-
physical properties. From the mechanism of the 3� method,
the sample is required to have linear I-V behavior within the
applied ac voltage range. However, a large number of wires
and tubes exhibit semiconductive properties. That is to say,
they have the nonlinear I-V behavior and cannot be charac-
terized using the 3� method. Besides, when using the 3�
method, the temperature coefficient of the resistance also
needs to be known,4 which for most materials needs to be
measured separately. For the microfabricated suspended de-
vice method, the tiny sample is placed between two
membranes/islands. The heat transfer along the sample and
the temperature difference between the membranes/islands

are evaluated/characterized to determine the thermal conduc-
tivity of the sample. For samples with low thermal conduc-
tivity, the heat transfer between the two membranes/islands
could become less accurate to evaluate. In addition, undes-
ired heat conduction/radiation from the membranes could af-
fect the final measurement result. The OHETS technique,
developed by Hou et al.,8,9 utilizes a periodically modulated
laser beam to irradiate the sample to induce a periodical
change in its electrical resistance. Meanwhile, a small dc is
fed to the sample to probe its temperature variation. This
technique can be used to measure the thermophysical prop-
erties of conductive, nonconductive, and semiconductive
one-dimensional micro/nanoscale structures. The OHETS
technique itself, like the 3� method, requires relatively long
measurement time �several hours� and suffers from low sig-
nal.

In this paper, a transient electrothermal �TET� technique
is developed to overcome the drawback of the 3� and
OHETS techniques. Transient electrical heating and thermal
sensing are used in the measurement. This technique can be
applied to metallic, nonconductive, and semiconductive mi-
croscale wires. Compared with the 3� and OHETS tech-
niques, the technique developed in this work features much
stronger signal level �hundreds to thousands of times higher�
and much reduced measurement time �less than one second�.
To test this technique, thermal diffusivity measurement of
platinum �Pt� wire specimens is conducted. By applying this
technique, the thermal diffusivity of single-wall carbon nano-
tube �SWCNT� bundles and polyester fibers are also mea-
sured. In Sec. II, the experimental principle and physical
model development are presented. The experimental details
and results are discussed in Sec. III.
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II. EXPERIMENTAL PRINCIPLES AND PHYSICAL
MODE DEVOLOPMENT

A. Experimental principles

In the TET technique, the to-be-measured wire is sus-
pended between two copper electrodes as shown in Fig. 1. At
the beginning of the experiment, a dc �shown in Fig. 1� is fed
through the wire to introduce electrical heating. The tem-
perature increase history of the wire is tightly related to the
heat transfer along it. For example, with the same length, if
the wire has small thermal diffusivity, it will take a long time
to reach its steady state temperature. The temperature change
of the wire will lead to its resistance change, which can
change the voltage over the wire. In the experiment, the tem-
perature change of the wire will be monitored by measuring
the voltage variation over it. Once the temperature evolution
is obtained, the thermal diffusivity of the wire can be ob-
tained by fitting the temperature change curve against time.
If the to-be-measured wire is nonconductive, a thin film of
metal, like Au used in this work, should be coated on the
surface of the wire for the purpose of making it electrically
conductive. In the experiment, the length of the wire should
be much larger than its diameter, which will simplify the
physical mode to one dimensional.

B. Physical mode development

Figure 1 shows that the heat transfer problem is one
dimensional along the wire �x direction�. In the experiment,
the electrical heating power has the form of Q�t�=H�t�q0,
where H�t� is the Heaviside function and q0 is the electrical
heating power per unit volume. Here q0 is assumed to be
constant. In real situations the heating power changes a little
bit and will be discussed in the following section. The initial
condition of the problem is T�x , t=0�=T0, where T0 is the
room temperature. Since the copper electrodes used in the
experiments are much larger than the sample dimension, the
temperature of the electrodes can be assumed constant even
if a small current is flowing through them. Thus, the bound-
ary conditions are reasonably described as T�x=0, t�=T�x
=L , t�=T0. For the heat transfer in the wire along the x di-
rection at time t�0 without considering radiation �detailed
in work by Hou et al.10�, the governing equation is

���cpT�
�t

= k
�2T

�x2 + q0, �1�

where �, cp, and k are the density, specific heat, and thermal
conductivity of the wire, respectively. To make the solution
development more feasible, we assume these properties are
constant and independent of temperature. The solution to the
partial differential equation can be obtained by integral of
Green’s function,11
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The temperature distribution along the wire is expressed
as T�x , t�=T0+ �

k 	�=0
t 	x�=0

L q0GX11dx�d�. The average tempera-
ture of the wire T�t� can be integrated and calculated as
below:
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+
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k�4 �
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When time goes to infinity �t→��, the temperature dis-
tribution along the wire will reach the steady state. The final
steady state average temperature of the wire is

T�t → �� = T0 +
q0L2

12k
. �4�

The normalized temperature increase, which is defined
as T*�t�= �T�t�−T0� / �T�t→��−T0�, can be written as

T* =
96

�4 �
m=1

�
1 − exp�− �2m − 1�2�2�t/L2�

�2m − 1�4 . �5�

If normalizing time �x axis� to the Fourier number as
Fo=�t /L2, it can be concluded from Eq. �5� that, to any
kinds of material with any length, the normalized tempera-
ture increase follows the same shape with respect to Fo.

C. Methods for data analysis to determine the
thermal diffusivity

After the temperature evolution T� t of the wire is ob-
tained by the experiment, different methods can be used to
obtain the thermal diffusivity of the wire from this tempera-
ture history. Figure 2 shows a typical normalized temperature
increase as an example to discuss the methods for data analy-
sis. In this work, three methods are specifically designed and
discussed.

1. Linear fitting at the initial stage of electrical
heating

At the very beginning of electrical heating, 0
 t
�t
�where �t is very small�, the temperature gradient along the
wire is extremely small. The heat transferred to the two ends
during this period �0→�t� can be neglected. Therefore, the

FIG. 1. �Color online� Schematic of the experimental principle and the step
current for the TET technique.
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temperature change with time can be described as �T
=q0 /�cp�t. The corresponding normalized temperature in-
crease is T*=12� /L2�t. It is clear that the slope of the nor-
malized temperature increase curve is 12� /L2. Once the nor-
malized temperature increase is obtained experimentally,
linear fitting can be conducted for the initial data points to
obtain the slope. Then with knowledge of the wire length, its
thermal diffusivity can be readily determined.

Using the numerical method, we can get the idea about
how large �t can be used to fit the thermal diffusivity. We
plot out �shown in Fig. 2� the normalized temperature in-
crease curve and the linear fitting result from zero until the
difference between them is larger than 5%. When the differ-
ence reaches 5%, the corresponding Fourier number is 0.001.
This provides, together with the length, the guidance on
within what time the linear fitting method can be used. From
Fig. 2, it is estimated that the experimental data points up to
0.2% of the time it takes to reach steady state can be used for
the linear fitting.

2. Characteristic point method

It is seen from Eq. �5� that the normalized temperature is
only a function of �t /L2. Therefore, one characteristic point
of the T� t curve can be used to determine the thermal dif-
fusivity directly. The best characteristic point should have
the properties that both the y axis �normalized temperature�
and x axis �time� have large changes when the thermal dif-
fusivity makes a small change of ��. That is to say we need
the product �T*�t to have the maximum value when the
thermal diffusivity changes by ��, where �T*=�T* /�� ·��
and �t=�t /�� ·��. In order to get the maximum value at the
change of ��, the term �T* /�� ·�t /�� should reach its maxi-
mum value. It is not difficult to find that �T* /�� ·�t /��
=�T* /�Fo ·Fo2 /�3.

Using Eq. �5�, it is relatively easy to find that we can get
the best characteristic point when T* is 0.8665. The corre-
sponding Fourier number is 0.2026, which is shown in Fig.
2. In the characteristic point method, like the laser flash
technique,12 once the characteristic time ��tc� is identified
from the T*� t curve when the normalized temperature rise
reaches 0.8665, the thermal diffusivity of the sample can be
calculated as �=0.2026L2 /�tc.

It needs to be mentioned that when using the character-
istic point method, a small set of points around the charac-
teristic point are chosen to conduct linear fitting to determine
the characteristic point. This will substantially reduce the
experimental uncertainty induced by data fluctuation.

3. Least square fitting method

The two fitting methods discussed above only use some
local experimental data. Another technique is to employ glo-
bal fitting of the experimental data to find the thermal diffu-
sivity. In this method, the normalized temperature increase is
calculated using Eq. �5� by using different trial values of the
thermal diffusivity. The trial value giving the best fit �least
square� of the experimental data is taken as the sample’s
thermal diffusivity.

D. Effect of nonconstant electrical heating

In Eq. �1� as discussed above, the electrical heating is
assumed constant through all the transient process. In prac-
tice, the temperature increase of the wire will change its
electrical resistance. The heating power therefore will be
changed as well. This undesired heating power change can
distort the voltage rise shape, leading to appreciable uncer-
tainty. In this work, great efforts are exercised to reduce the
heating power variation during the experiment.

If a constant current is fed through the sample, a resistor
�Rres� with the same resistance as the sample needs to be
connected with the sample in parallel. If the sample’s resis-
tance increases, the current through it will decrease, leading
to a much more stable heating power over the sample. For
instance, if the sample has a resistance of R0 at room tem-
perature and the current though the parallel connection is I,
the heating power through the wire will be I2R0 /4 at the very
beginning. Suppose the resistance of the sample changes
from R0 to R0�1+�� �here � is a fraction of resistance change
�R /R0� the electrical heating power will change to I2R0�1
+�� / �2+��2. It can be observed that even if the resistance
changes by 50%, the heating power only decreases by about
4%.

Similarly, if a constant voltage is supplied to the sample,
a resistor with the same resistance as the wire needs to be
serially connected with the wire. In the experiment, if the
resistance of the wire increases, the voltage applied over it
will increase as well, leading to a stable heating power over
the wire. It is estimated that even if the resistance of the wire
increases by 20%, the heating power over the wire will de-
crease less than 1%. It is conclusive that the nonconstant
heating power problem can be readily solved with the above
circuit designs.

III. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS AND RESULTS

A. Experimental setup

Figure 3�a� shows the diagram of the experimental setup.
The Wheatstone bridge is used to distinguish and measure
the small voltage change over the wire. The other resistors in
the circuit are rheostats. A set of batteries connected in series
is used as the power source. This is because, in the experi-

FIG. 2. Normalized theoretical curve and the corresponding data analysis
methods.
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ments, batteries are much better than a dc power supply in
terms of providing low noise voltage/current. In the experi-
ment, the current/voltage applied to the sample needs to have
a sharp rising curve as shown in Fig. 1. Otherwise, the long
rising time of the heating power will introduce large uncer-
tainty to the final temperature evolution. A specially designed
fast switch circuit is used in the experiment to close the
circuit �shown in Fig. 3�b��. In addition, this circuit can
eliminate the voltage oscillation ��2 ms� induced by a nor-
mal mechanical switch, leading to more stable heating in the
beginning. A high speed digital oscilloscope TDS7054 is
used to record the voltage evolution. All the elements in the
experiment are connected with shielded cables to suppress
noise from the environment. In order to minimize the influ-
ence of air convection, the wire is housed in a vacuum cham-
ber where the pressure is maintained below 1	10−3 Torr.

The voltage evolution recorded by the oscilloscope is
directly related to the average temperature change of the wire
as

UAB =
R2R0U

�R1 + R2��R�t� + R3�
8q0L2

k�4

	�
m=1

�
1 − exp�− �2m − 1�2�2�t/L2�

�2m − 1�4 , �6�

where UAB is the voltage across the bridge recorded by the

oscilloscope, U is the constant voltage applied to the Wheat-
stone bridge, and  is the temperature coefficient of the re-
sistance for the sample, which is assumed constant for the
small temperature change. In Eq. �6�, it can be observed that
the term ahead of the infinite sum 8R2R0Uq0L2 / �R1+R2�
	�R3+R�t��k�4 almost maintains constant for the small re-
sistance change R�t� during the experiment. It is clear that
the measured voltage curve represents the temperature
change of the sample.

B. System calibration

In order to verify this thermal characterization technique
and the theoretical model developed in Sec. II, microscale Pt
wires �properties shown in Table I� are measured. Three Pt
wires with different lengths are measured. The experimental
conditions are listed in Table II.

All the three data analysis methods are used to determine
the thermal diffusivity as shown in Table II. By using the
least square fitting method �method 3�, the thermal diffusiv-
ity of the three Pt wires is fitted to be 2.53	10−5, 2.54
	10−5, and 2.78	10−5 m2 s−1, respectively, close to the lit-
erature value of 2.51	10−5 m2 s−1 �at 300 K�. The charac-
teristic point method �method 2� also gives close thermal
diffusivity 2.47	10−5, 2.41	10−5, and 2.67	10−5 m2 s−1

for the three samples, respectively. However, the linear fit-
ting method �method 1� at the initial stage of electrical heat-
ing always has large deviation in comparison with the litera-
ture value. This is because at the initial stage of electrical
heating, very limited data points are available. In order to
have better fitting accuracy, more data points are used. These
data points are beyond the time for Fo=0.001. Therefore,
heat conduction becomes more important, making the fitted
thermal diffusivity smaller than the real value of the sample.
Figure 4 shows the fitting results using the three methods for

FIG. 3. �Color online� Schematic of the experiment setup and the specially
designed circuit.

TABLE I. Properties of the Pt wire �300 K� �Ref. 13� used in the calcula-
tion.

Pt wire

Density �kg/m3� 2.145	104

Specific heat �J/kg K� 133
Thermal conductivity �W/m K� 71.6
Electrical resistivity �� m�a 0.1086	10−6

Temperature coefficient of resistance  �K−1�a 0.003927

aThese properties are from Ref. 14. At 300 K, the electrical resistivity of Pt
is 0.106	10−6 / �1+ ��293.15−273.15��	0.003 927�	 �1+ �300−273.15�
	0.003 927�=0.1086	10−6 � m.

TABLE II. Details of experimental conditions for the Pt wires characterized in the experiment �using all the
three data analysis methods�.

Pt wire 1 Pt wire 2 Pt wire 3

Length �mm� 5.08 5.07 5.78
Diameter ��m� 25.4 25.4 25.4
Resistance of sample ��� 1.274 1.244 1.499
dc current �mA� 78.06 85.02 93.51
Thermal diffusivity �10−5 m2 s−1� by method 1 1.89 2.01 2.41
Thermal diffusivity �10−5 m2 s−1� by method 2 2.47 2.41 2.67
Thermal diffusivity �10−5 m2 s−1� by method 3 2.53 2.55 2.78
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Pt wire 2. Sound agreement is observed between the fitting
results and the experimental data for the global least square
fitting method. For this wire, the time taken to reach the
steady state is about 0.4 s. As we discussed above, the time
within which the data points can be used for initial linear
fitting is 0.0008 s. However, the data points within this time
are very limited. Therefore data points up to 0.008 s are used
for linear fitting, leading to much reduced thermal diffusivity.
For these reasons only the characteristic point and global
fitting methods are used for thermal characterization of other
samples.

Taking the data of Pt wire 1 as an example to estimate
the temperature rise of the sample, the electrical heating
power per unit volume along the wire is 3.02	109 W m−3

calculated from 4I2R /�D2L. Using Eq. �4�, it can be ob-
tained that the average temperature increase is about
90.6 °C. For the TET technique developed in this work, a
linear R-T relation is needed. For Pt, the temperature coeffi-
cient of resistance is 0.003 927 within the temperature range
of 0–100 °C.14 indicating a linear R-T relation. Usually, a
temperature increase of tens of degrees is required to obtain
sound signals for the TET technique. For this level of tem-
perature increase, the R-T relation for most metals can be
treated linear with sound accuracy. The nonlinear feature in
the R-T relation will induce some second-order negligible
uncertainty in final data processing.

C. SWCNT bundles

In this section, SWCNT bundles are measured by using
the established TET technique and the developed solution.
Centimeters-long ropes of well-aligned SWCNT bundles
were synthesized using a H2/Ar arc discharge method. The
synthesis process is detailed in work by Liu et al.15 The
structure and dimension of these SWCNT bundles were stud-
ied in our recent work using Raman scattering and scanning
electron microscopy �SEM�.10 The SEM observation shows
that there are threads from a few to tens of nanometers inside
the SWCNT bundle and the threads do not follow the axial
direction of the bundle. Besides, various size pores exist in
the bundle.10 The typical thickness/diameter of the SWCNT
bundle is measured to be around 60 �m. Raman scattering
study of the sample confirms existence of SWCNTs and con-
cludes their primary diameter is 1.75 nm.

When measuring SWCNT bundles, the TET technique is
especially effective for the reason that the resistance of the
SWCNT bundles has a long-time drift. The short measure-
ment time of the TET technique eliminates the effect of this
long-time resistance drift. For other steady state measure-
ment techniques usually taking several hours, it will intro-
duce appreciable uncertainties to the experiment because of
the resistance change. In the experiment, the SWCNT
bundles are connected between two copper electrodes using
silver paste. Table III shows the length, resistance, and other
parameters of the SWCNT bundle measured in the experi-
ment. When conducting experiments, it is observed that the
temperature coefficient of resistance for the SWCNT bundles
is negative. The thickness/diameter of the SWCNT bundle is
measured to be around 65 �m. Under this condition, radia-
tion heat loss from the bundle surface can be neglected com-
pared with the heat conduction along the bundle. Lack of
knowledge about the density and specific heat of the
SWCNT bundle makes it difficult to measure their thermal
conductivity directly. Instead, the thermal diffusivity of the
sample can be characterized based on the T� t curve.

The experiment is conducted several times to measure
the thermal diffusivity of the same SWCNT bundle. The
characteristic point �method 2� and least square global data
fitting �method 3� methods are used to determine the thermal
diffusivity of the sample. The experimental conditions and
two sets of result are shown in Table III. For the first set of
data measured in the experiment, the thermal diffusivity is
fitted to be 2.72	10−5 and 2.72	10−5 m2/s using method 2
and 3, respectively. For the second set of data, the fitting
results are 2.72	10−5 and 2.74	10−5 m2/s, respectively.
Figure 5 shows the characteristic point method and the least
square fitting method for the first set of data. The average
value of the thermal diffusivity of the above stated SWCNT
bundle is 2.73	10−5 m2/s. The result is consistent with that
obtained using the OHETS technique.9 The sample is mea-
sured several times to check the repeatability of the tech-
nique and about 1% deviation is obtained.

D. Polyester fibers

As discussed above, the reported transient technique can
also be used for measuring nonconductive micro/nanoscale
wires/fibers. In this section, microscale polyester fibers are
measured. In the experiment, a thin Au film is coated on the
surface of the fiber to make it possible to conduct transient
electrical heating and thermal sensing. The SEM picture of

FIG. 4. The normalized temperature vs the theoretical fitting for the Pt wire
�sample 2� using all the three data analysis methods.

TABLE III. Details of experimental conditions and results for the SWCNT
bundle.

SWCNT bundles

Length �mm� 1.31
Resistance of sample ��� 93.3
dc current �mA� 8.039
� �10−5 m2 s−1� by method 2 for data 1 2.72
� �10−5 m2 s−1� by method 3 for data 1 2.72
� �10−5 m2 s−1� by method 2 for data 2 2.72
� �10−5 m2 s−1� by method 3 for data 2 2.74
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one of the measured fibers is shown in Fig. 6. It is observed
that the fiber is around 10 �m thick. Since Au is an excellent
conductor for heat transfer, the coated Au film will have
some effect on the measured thermal diffusivity, especially
for thin wires. The effect of the coated Au film can be ruled
out using the concept of thermal conductance. The thermal
conductance �Gf� of the Au film is defined as Gf =Afkf /L,
where kf and Af are the thermal conductivity and the cross-
sectional area of the thin film, respectively. It is known that
kf can be much smaller than the bulk material’s value due to
the unique structure and small thickness of the thin film coat-
ing. Here Gf is evaluated using the Wiedemann-Franz law,
which relates the thermal conductivity �k� of the metal to its
electrical conductivity ��� as LLorenz=k / ��T�. The Lorenz
number for Au is weakly dependent on temperature: 2.35
	10−8 W � K−2 at 0 °C and 2.40	10−8 W � K−2 at
100 °C.16 Based on the formula above, the thermal conduc-
tance of the coated thin film can be calculated as Gf

=LLorenzT /R.
In the experiment, the measured effective thermal diffu-

sivity ��e� is the combined effect of the wire and the Au thin
film, which can be described as

�e =
k�1 − �� + kf�

�cp�1 − �� + � fcp,f�
, �7�

where � f and cp,f are the density and specific heat of the Au
film. �=Af /Ae is the cross-sectional ratio of the Au film,
where Ae and Aw are the cross-sectional area of coated and
bare wires, respectively. Since ��1, we can estimate that

�cp�1−���� fcp,f� and �1−���1. Equation �7� can be sim-
plified as

�e =
k + kf�

�cp
= � +

kf�

�cp
. �8�

Since kf�= �LLorenzT /R�L /Aw, the real thermal diffusivity
of the wire ��� can be calculated as

� = �e −
LLorenzTL

RAw�cp
. �9�

The density and specific heat17 of polyester are �
=1.368	103 kg m−3 and cp=1.2	103 J kg−1 K−1, respec-
tively. In the TET experiment, the contact resistance at the
ends of the sample could change the heating style of the
sample and alter the value R used in Eq. �9�. In order to
reduce the contact resistance between the polyester fiber and
copper electrodes, the fiber is coated first and then connected
to the electrodes using silver paste. This will make the coat-
ing have sound contact with the silver paste, leading to a
small contact resistance. Two samples of polyester fibers are
coated for thermal diffusivity measurement, one with a big-
ger resistance and the other one with a smaller resistance.
The experimental conditions are summarized in Table IV. It
needs to be pointed out that the measured resistances inevi-
tably consist of contact resistance and the coating resistance.
In the experiment for Pt, it is estimated the silver paste leads
to a contact resistance about 0.2�0.3 �. Since the measured
polyester fibers have comparable thickness to that of the
measured Pt wires, the contact resistance between the Au
coating on the fiber and the silver paste is expected to be
small compared with the resistance of the Au coating that is
in the order of a few to hundreds of kilo-ohms.

Using global data fitting, the real thermal diffusivity of
the fiber is measured to be 6.68	10−7 m2/s for sample 1
and 5.26	10−7 m2/s for sample 2. Figure 7 shows the fitting
curve for sample 2 using the global data fitting and charac-
teristic point methods. Experiments are conducted for a num-
ber of rounds and it is found that a repeatability better than
10% can be achieved. It is observed that for a coated wire
with a smaller resistance, the measured thermal diffusivity is
larger. This is because the smaller resistance means a thicker
coating on the wire. Therefore, the heat transfer along the
wire is partially controlled by the Au film coating. The as-
sumption used to derive Eq. �9� becomes less accurate. An-
other possible reason for the larger thermal diffusivity of the
smaller resistance sample is that when the Au coating is

FIG. 5. The normalized temperature vs the theoretical fitting for the
SWCNT bundle.

FIG. 6. SEM picture of coated polyester fiber �sample 2�.

TABLE IV. Details of experimental conditions and results for the polyester
fibers.

Sample 1 Sample 2

Length ��m� 679.25 590.1
Diameter ��m� 10.33 10.46
Resistance of sample �k�� 2.95 319
dc current ��A� 431.5 11.76
�e �10−7 m2/s� 6.800 5.260
kf� /�cp �10−7 m2/s� 0.123 0.001
� �10−7 m2/s� 6.677 5.259
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thick, its electrical resistance is small. Under this situation,
the contact resistance plays a more important role in affect-
ing the resistance R used in Eq. �9� and makes it larger. This
will lead to a smaller thermal diffusivity subtraction in Eq.
�9�, making the final thermal diffusivity larger. Our extensive
experiments prove that in order to obtain high accuracy in
measuring the thermal diffusivity of nonconductive wires,
the Au coating on the wire needs to be as thin as possible,
meaning a large electrical resistance is preferred. In this
work, the electrical contact between the wire and electrode is
enhanced using silver paste. For nanometer wires, a much
improved technique is needed. Focused ion beam deposition
of Pt provides a better way to enhance the electrical contact
between the nanowire and electrode.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a fast transient technique is developed to
characterize the thermophysical properties of micro/
nanoscale wires/tubes. Transient electrical heating and ther-
mal sensing are employed in the technique to have a signifi-
cantly improved signal level. Three methods are developed
for data analysis to obtain the thermal diffusivity of the
sample. Employing this technique, the thermal diffusivity of
Pt wires is measured. The measurement results agree well
with the reference value. Our uncertainty analysis shows that
the experiment has an uncertainty better than 10%. We have
measured the thermal diffusivity of SWCNT bundles and the

average value was 2.73	10−5 m2/s, which is much smaller
than that of graphite in the layer direction. Finally, polyester
fibers are measured to demonstrate the capability of the tech-
nique for thermal characterization of nonconductive wires/
tubes. The measured thermal diffusivity after the amendment
is 5.26	10−7 m2/s.
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